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Putting Fundamentals

‘Putting is more dependent on clarity of mechanics and movement than you ever
believed. And it’s straightforward.’ So says Harold Swash, one of golf’s acknowledged
putting gurus. In a special instructional article for Asian Golf Monthly, Michel Monnard,
a member of the Harold Swash Putting School of Excellence management team, takes
you through the four fundamentals of a sound putting method.
IT’S AN often stated ‘fact’ that improving your putting is the quickest way to lowering
your score and reducing your handicap. That may be so, but it doesn’t mean that a good
and consistent putting stroke is easy to come by. Like all other aspects of your game, you
need to work on it.
At the Harold Swash Putting School of Excellence we promote four fundamentals
to Harold Swash’s sound putting method.
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Closed clubface.

Open clubface.

FUNDAMENTAL TWO
The blade of the putter needs to be
square to the path through the hitting
area.
In other words, we don’t want to put
a slice or hook spin on the ball. If we are
looking for the club to be square to the
target line at impact, then we don’t want
the path to cut across the ball inside-toout or outside-to-in. If we do this, the
club face can be ‘closed’ or ‘open’ to the
path at impact. This can cause the ball
to move off its line due to side spin.
Therefore, through the hitting area we
are looking for the path to be along the
ball to target line.

Square clubface.

Harold Swash has been involved in the golf industry
for more than 40 years as a coach, designer of
putters and engineer of effective training aids.
Among the top players he has coached on putting
are Padraig Harrington, Henrik Stenson, Niclas
Fasth, Darren Clarke and Nick Faldo. Michel
Monnard is a member of the management team
of Harold Swash Putting School of Excellence
(HSPSE). He is also a member of the PGA of Spain
and an Accredited Instructor Level 2 of HSPSE.

This may not sound difficult, but most golfers don’t line up their putter in the
best possible way in relation to the target. Most golfers simply don’t practice liningup properly. As such, the stroke is never going to be better than a compensation for
poor alignment. This can lead to inconsistency under pressure.
To improve your ability to aim, use the Rail from Harold Swash, which gives you
immediate feedback of how you line up towards the target. It’s quite acceptable to
use the logo of the golf ball to help line you up. Take advantage of it!
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The blade of the putter needs to be square to the target at both the address and
strike position.
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FUNDAMENTAL ONE

The ideal set-up
position is with
the butt of the
shaft directly
over the ball and
ball position two
inches ahead of
the sternum (left).
Do not set-up with
hands behind the
ball (right).

FUNDAMENTAL THREE
The putter blade needs to have a slight upstroke through the hitting area.
To have the best possible ball roll, it is
crucial that you develop a slight ‘up-stroke’.
Within this fundamental, the ball position
and the hand start position are crucial.
The ball position is always in relation
to the sternum – not in relation to the
feet! Place the ball two inches ahead of the
sternum to achieve the slight up-stroke
through the ball in a natural manner.
To get the ball to roll as quickly as
possible – which is the guiding principle of
Harold Swash’s methodology – we also need
our hands slightly forward at address and at
point of strike. This will enable the correct
amount of loft to be given to the putter
at impact, also with a putter that has the
correct loft.
Most putters have four degrees of loft,
which is too high. Yes! Golf C-Groove putters
have 2.5 degrees of loft which – with the
hands slightly ahead of the ball – is more
likely to impart the correct degree of loft at
impact to deliver the ideal ball roll.
If you have your hands behind the ball
at impact, you will add loft to the putter. The
ball will launch in the air upon impact.
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THE GRIP

Most golfers have a putter grip very similar to the way they hold an iron or the driver,
where the club is mainly taken in the fingers. This wrong grip produces forearm – and most
probably shoulder – alignment to the left.
An inadequate grip, coupled with moving wrists, is responsible for increasing club face
rotation. This is due to the way nature has built the wrists. If you’re one degree off line with
the club face at impact it has the same effect as being four degrees off line in the path.

Let the shoulders
do the work and
pull your set-up
position through to
the finish. Note the
position when the
hands are too much
ahead (left) and
when the hands
release (right).

This wrong grip produces forearm – and
most probably shoulder
– alignment to the left.

FUNDAMENTAL FOUR
The putter blade needs to have a
smooth acceleration through the
hitting area.
To be able to accelerate smoothly,
use the shoulders instead of hands and/
or wrists. Larger muscles are less prone
to twitch and tic that can cause loss of
control.
A very good exercise to check
whether you use the shoulders or the
wrists is the so-called ‘palm together’
drill. Make your strokes and practice
swings this way and you will improve
your wrist firmness.
Holding the club between the hands
will strengthen your forearms to lock
your wrists. Do this exercise every day.
Ideally, we are looking for a putting
stroke where you can very easily control
the acceleration. Too many people
have a short or ‘too slow’ backswing.
They then need to force the speed in

the follow through. Consequently, they
develop an ‘explosive’ follow through. This
can cause distance control problems.
Or just the opposite can occur where a
person has a long or ‘too quick’ backswing
which makes it difficult to control velocity
through impact.
The bigger muscles provide better
timing and rhythm. If you just use your
wrist, a small movement of your wrists is a
big movement on the putter face. This will
develop appropriate speed in the club face
and your stroke will more likely become a
hit.
Even after mastering these four
fundamentals, there are still a lot of factors
to consider on the road to becoming as
good a putter as you can be. With each
individual golfer, fine-tuning is required
to perfect putting technique. However,
one technical point that plays a large part
in establishing a good set up to allow you
to achieve many of the fundamentals we
have talked about is the grip.

Consciously keep
the putter grip more
through the lifelines
in both your hands.

So if you consciously keep the putter grip more through the lifelines in both your
hands, the putter will become more of an extension of your forearms, limiting club face
rotation.
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“A VERY GOOD EXERCISE TO CHECK WHETHER
YOU USE THE SHOULDERS OR THE WRISTS IS THE
SO-CALLED ‘PALM TOGETHER’ DRILL. MAKE YOUR
STROKES AND PRACTICE SWINGS THIS WAY AND
YOU WILL IMPROVE YOUR WRIST FIRMNESS.”

“MOST GOLFERS SIMPLY DON’T PRACTICE LININGUP PROPERLY. AS SUCH, THE STROKE IS NEVER
GOING TO BE BETTER THAN A COMPENSATION
FOR POOR ALIGNMENT. THIS CAN LEAD TO
INCONSISTENCY UNDER PRESSURE.”
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